
Name L u.c,,.,t Study Guide Scientific Investigations 5.1- Friday, October 2nd

SoL: 5.1 - scientifrcìJrrestigation, Reasoning, and Logic
The student will plan and conduct investigations in which
b. estimation of length, mass and volume are made.
c. Appropriate instruments are selected and used for making quantitative observations of length, mass, volume, and

elapsed time.
d. accurate measurements are made using basic tools (thermometer, meter stick, balance, graduated cylinder)
e. dataare collected reqgrdçd-and reported using the appropriate graphical representation (graphs, charts, diagrams)

f. predictions are made using patterns, and simple graphical data are extrapolated.

Key Terms:

üVpof þ es is - an edUçaúe-d'gg,e-ss,

-øþserv+tion - something you can sge, tggçh, sgr.gll, hpar, or t_qste.

Éfer""ç - a judement or decision based on an observation.
experiment.
n an experiment.

@ - what is affç1g! by a change in the experiment.
.@-whatyoukeepthesameinanexperimentortheresultsmaychange'
{g4glq!þa - the end of your experiment where you sum up your final results.
-@þr of times * 

"*p"ii-ent 
is performed -

'Mass -
Tool(s) used: balance scale
Units measured in: grams (g), kilograms (kg)

ounces (oz), pounds (lbs.)
vtrj*Ê-

Tool(s) used: ruler, yard stick, meter stick, tape measure
Units measured in: millimeters (mm), centimeters(cm), meters(m), kilo

Inches(in), feet(ft), yards(yd), miles(mi)
,Volume -

Tool(s) used: graduated cylinder, beaker
Measured in: milliliters (mL), liters (L)

Graduated
cylinder

The Scientific Metl¡g!! - a step by step process to do experiments

1 blem and Ask a - should be something you can measure (Who? What? Where?
Why? How? Etc....)

2. Reiearch - use the library, internet, or past studies to gather information on your problem and question.
3. Make a Hypothesis - an educated guess. It is an "if, then" statement. Qf I add more fertilizer, then my

plant will grow larger)
4. Test Hvpothesis by Experimentins - List your materials, write your procedure. Change only one

factor at a time. Do your experiment multiple times (trials).
5. An?lyzeData- Is your hypothesis true or false? If it is false, you may want to do your experiment

again.
6. CoIry4unicatg Results- Present your findings to others to share. State your conclusions. You can make

a poster, write a report, give a talk, etc. ...

.,,.Temperafure -
Tool(s) used: thermometer
Units measured in: Getsirr(C)

Fahrenheit (F)

Beaker


